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Abstract
With all the information that is available on the World Wide Web, there is great demand for data mining techniques and
sentiment analysis is a particularly popular domain, both in business and research. Sentiment analysis aims to determine
the sentiment value, often on a positive–negative scale, for a given product or service based on a set of textual reviews. As
fine-grained information is more useful than just a single overall score, modern aspect-based sentiment analysis techniques
break down the sentiment and assign sentiment scores to various aspects of the product or service mentioned in the review.
In this work, we focus on aspect-based sentiment analysis for complete reviews, as opposed to determining sentiment for
aspects per sentence. Furthermore, we focus on semantic enrichment by employing ontology features in determining the
sentiment value of a given pair of review and aspect. Next to that, we compare a pure review-level algorithm with aggregating
the sentiment values of individual sentences. We show that the ontology features are important to correctly determine the
sentiment of aspects and that the pure review-level algorithm outperforms the sentence aggregation method.

Keywords Aspect-based sentiment analysis · Ontologies · Sentiment aggregation · Sentiment reasoning

1 Introduction

The rapid growth of theWorldWideWeb has led to an explo-
sion in the amount of information that is available on this
platform [10]. As a result, the recognition of information
retrieval as a value-added field has increased correspond-
ingly. The Web has made it possible for consumers to share
their opinions and experiences about products and services
and they love to do so, according to a survey among more
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than 2000 American individuals [8]. The demand for user
information is one of the major driving forces behind the
interest in opinion mining [12], where the goal is to deter-
mine the opinion of a group of people regarding a topic [7].
However, research states that information about goods and
services is often missing or confusing, and the amount of
it can be overwhelming [8]. An improved way of access-
ing consumer opinions is thus needed to aid businesses and
consumers alike.

A common way to extract information from review texts
is to perform sentiment analysis, also referred to as opinion
mining. This approach is defined as finding the quadruple
(g, s, h, t), where g represents the sentiment target, s the
sentiment, h the opinion holder, and t the time at which the
opinion was expressed [12]. A general approach is to take a
whole sentence or review for g. A downside to this approach
is that it only assigns a single polarity value to a sentence
or a review. Consequently, it can not capture different senti-
ments within one segment of text. Rather than finding only
the general sentiment of a document or a sentence, aspect-
based sentiment analysis captures different aspects of the
discussed entity and the sentiments expressed about these.
For example, when dealing with restaurant reviews, a con-
sumer can be positive about the service and be negative about
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the food quality. Therefore, aspect-based sentiment analysis
allows for a more detailed analysis that utilizes more of the
information provided by the available text [21].

Most aspect-based sentiment analysis approaches are con-
cerned with two tasks, namely aspect detection and aspect
sentiment classification [21]. Aspect detection is defined as
determining the different aspects of an entity in a particular
part of the text, like a sentence or a review. For example, in
the sentence “Service is not what one would expect from a
joint in this price category,” ‘service’ is an aspect represented
by this review. Sentiment classification assigns a sentiment
to the aspects found in the text. In this example, the sentiment
expressed about the aspect ‘service’ is negative.

A method that has been shown to perform well for aspect
detection and sentiment classification is the Support Vector
Machine (SVM) model [15]. When an SVM model is used,
a feature vector of values is created for every instance to be
classified and the model is taught using training data to inter-
pret these values. Machine learning methods such as SVM
models need a substantial amount of training data to obtain
acceptable accuracy, as individual elements have little pre-
dictive value [2]. This reveals the need for large training data,
but large amounts of annotated data are often not available for
a product or service. To address this problem, we choose to
use external information in the formof an ontology [4],which
is hypothesized to lessen the need for training data. Ontolo-
gies use a shared vocabulary for a certain domain and include
axioms to define the relationships between different domain
concepts [6]. These axioms can help derive information that
is only implicitly stated. For this reason, the employment
of an ontology is expected to improve the performance of
sentiment analysis [16] and lessen the need for training data.

In our paper, we focus on the second sub-problem of
aspect-based sentiment analysis, namely sentiment classi-
fication. Many solutions to the first task have already been
provided, for example [9,20].We focus on review-level senti-
ment classification [17], meaning that each aspect is assigned
a sentiment based on information from the whole review.
This is in contrast to the regular sentence-level setting, where
aspects are assigned a sentiment score for each individual
sentence they appear in.While sentences usually contain just
a single sentiment value for a given aspect, this is less the case
when looking at a complete review. Hence, various sentiment
values will need to be combined to get to a final classifica-
tion. As such, we investigate two approaches for review-level
aspect-based sentiment analysis, one at the review level and
one that aggregates sentence level sentiment label predic-
tions. We expect that the review-level approach gives better
results, because reviewers tend to write in interconnected
sentences.

In this paper, we hypothesize that review-level aspect-
based sentiment analysis using an ontology gives better
results than methods which do not include the use of an

ontology. By using an ontology as a knowledge base, we
can define concepts and relationships which could help in
performing our task. For example, by knowing that some-
one liked the pasta, we can infer that the food was liked, as
pasta is a type of food. We further choose to use SVM as
our machine learning algorithm because it deals well with
large amounts of features [3] and it has proven to be a robust
model for text classification tasks. Furthermore, when using
the linear kernel, we can use the internal feature weights to
see how important each feature is in the model. Last, we con-
sider the proposition that less training data is needed when
we include an ontology in our model.

This work is an extended version of [5], published in the
proceedings of the Cognitive Computing track of the Sym-
posium on Applied Computing in 2018. Compared to that
paper, this work has additional information about the inves-
tigated algorithm. For example, the optimization process is
made more explicit and pseudocode is added for the gram-
matical word window feature. In terms of the evaluation, we
included two additional comparisons: the used multi-class
classifier versus a binary classifier and the used linear SVM
versus an SVM with RBF kernel. This explains our decision
to use the linear multi-class SVM model. Last, we added a
stepwise feature type analysis, where starting with the base
model, the performance is measured each time a feature type
is added to the model.

This paper is structured as follows. First, we discuss the
related work in Sect. 2, followed by information about the
used dataset in Sect. 3. Then, in Sects. 4 and 5, we explain the
proposed methodology and analyze the performance of our
algorithms. Last, Sect. 6 contains our concluding remarks
and possible directions for future work.

2 Related work

In this section, we discuss work related to the field of senti-
ment analysis. Firstly, [21] provides a survey on aspect-level
sentiment analysis. For this task, [21] considers three differ-
ent types of methods: dictionary-based, supervised machine
learning, and unsupervised machine learning. In this paper,
we use a supervised machine learning method. We do so
because we have supervised data available and supervised
methods work in general better than unsupervised ones.

Various studies investigate whether the inclusion of
an ontology improves results. In [20], the focus is on
a knowledge-based approach that complements standard
machine learning algorithms. The authors of [20] enhance
the sentiment analysis using domain ontology information.
By incorporating common domain knowledge into an ontol-
ogy, classification performance for both aspect detection and
aspect sentiment classification can be improved. The authors
found words within sentences that are in the ontology and
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are related to the aspect under consideration. They then pro-
vided all the superclasses of the ontology concept to the
employed machine learning algorithm for the classification
tasks. For both classification tasks [20], works with an exist-
ing classifier, the linear Support Vector Machine. Contrary
to [20], which focuses on aspect-based sentiment analysis at
the sentence level, this paper considers aspect-based senti-
ment analysis at the review-level. Furthermore, we enhance
the ontology application using additional ontology-related
features such as synonyms.

Wei and Gulla [24] propose an approach that they call
HL-SOT. HL-SOT is a hierarchical learning (HL) process
in combination with a sentiment ontology tree (SOT). A
sentiment ontology tree has a tree-like appearance and the
complete SOT consists of numerous sub-SOTs. A SOT has
an attribute root node that has two leaf children that represent
the positive and negative sentiment that is associated with
the attribute. Each sub-SOT represents a sub-attribute and is
given as a child of the root node of the parent attribute SOT.
Furthermore, each sub-SOT is assigned its ownclassifierwith
its own threshold value. The ontology is used by the authors
to ensure that a text is labeled to contain an attribute only if
all its parent attributes have also been mentioned within the
same text segment. The proposed approach, however, can
be disadvantageous when considering short reviews as these
may express opinions on certain attributes without the men-
tion of parent attributes. Unlike [24], we do not use different
classifiers for different attributes. However, we do take into
account that the sentiment polarity of some words is depen-
dent on the product attribute being described.

Last, in [11], a system is considered inwhich an individual
can search for information on a specific product. The authors
suggest using an ontology to improve this system. They
recommend a procedure in which the ontology is used as
an alternative representation of a domain-specific sentiment
lexicon. The described ontology contains products, product
features, sentiment words that are specific to a product fea-
ture, and the associated polarity. This sentiment ontology
is then used in combination with manually crafted sentiment
lexicons and NLP rules to determine the polarity of a product
feature and sentiment word pair. This results in an accuracy
comparable with previous works utilizing machine learning
techniques. The authors of [11] compare their ontology-
based approach to machine learning techniques; however,
in this paper we combine both these approaches.

3 Data

In this paper, we use a dataset of restaurant reviews from
SemEval 2016 [17]. The dataset consists of training data and
test data. The training data is used to develop and train our
machine learning algorithm, and the test data is used to eval-

Fig. 1 A snippet from the used dataset showing an annotated sentence
from a restaurant review

uate the performance of our algorithm.We define a notion
as an aspect category paired with a review (or sentence) in
which it ismentioned. Each notion has a textual unit which
contains the text of the review (or sentence). Our training
data contains 335 reviews with 1435 review-level notion
instances and 2455 sentence-level notion instances. The
test data contains 90 reviews with 404 review-level notion
instances and 859 sentence-level notion instances.

Ourmain task is to determine aspect sentiment polarities at
the review level. To compare the review-based and sentence
aggregation approaches, we use data that is annotated for
both reviews and sentences with respect to aspect sentiment.
Each review (sentence) in the dataset is annotated with its
occurring aspect categories, we do not differentiate between
aspects and their categories, and the corresponding sentiment
polarities. A snippet of the used dataset is given in Fig. 1,
showing the first sentence of a review with various sentiment
annotations.

Each review in the dataset can contain multiple aspect
categories and each of these is labeled as positive, neutral,
negative, or conflict. An aspect is labeled as ‘conflict’ in the
case of conflicting opinions. Each aspect mentioned in the
review has a unique sentiment; however, an aspect can be
mentioned multiple times in a review with different senti-
ments. In this case, all different sentiments are taken into
account to assign an appropriate label. The sentences in the
dataset can also contain multiple aspect categories; however,
contrary to the review level, the aspect categories are labeled
as positive, neutral, or negative. At the sentence level, the
dataset is not annotated with the conflict label. This is pre-
sumably due to the small size of a sentence which makes the
appearance of conflicting opinions less likely.

In Figs. 2 and 3, we show some statistics related to the
aspects and sentiments in our dataset annotated for reviews.
Figure 2 shows the relative frequency of each aspect category
in the data. Each review is assigned an overall sentiment label
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Fig. 2 Relative frequencies of each aspect category label

Fig. 3 Relative frequencies of each sentiment label

about the restaurant; therefore, the aspect categoryRESTAU-
RANT#GENERALhas a frequency of 100%. Figure 3 shows
the distribution of the sentiment values. We see that in both
the training and test data the distribution of the sentiment
values is unbalanced, as the positive label appears more fre-
quently than the other sentiment labels.

4 Method

For the sentiment classification, we use a linear Support
Vector Machine (SVM). For the review level, we train a
multi-class SVM model with the classes: positive, negative,
neutral, and conflict. For the sentence level, we train a multi-
class SVM model with the classes: positive, negative, and
neutral. We use an SVM model because it has shown good
results for sentiment analysis in the past [15].

Before the available data can be used for aspect senti-
ment classification, it has to be preprocessed first. For this,
we use the Stanford CoreNLP Natural Language Process-
ing Toolkit [13]. The first step in the processing of the data
is tokenization. By tokenizing the data, we can separate
meaningful terms and characters in the text from each other
and remove white spaces. After tokenization, Part-of-Speech
tags, such as ‘noun’ and ‘adjective,’ are attached to the words
of the sentences. In order to be able to recognize different

forms of a word as the same, we lemmatize the words. This
means that we find the dictionary form of a word. The last
step is to parse the data, which determines the grammatical
structure of sentences. This information can later be used to
determine related words. Our proposed algorithms then use
notion instances, an aspect category paired with a review
(or sentence) inwhich it ismentioned, from this preprocessed
data.

4.1 Ontology

The restaurant ontology1 consists of three main classes:
Entity, Property, and Sentiment. Our first main class is the
Entity class. This class contains terms pertaining to the
domain of restaurant reviews. Its subclasses are Ambience,
Experience, Location, Person, Price, Restaurant, Service,
StyleOptions, and Sustenance. Most of these classes rep-
resent one or more aspect categories, and in those cases,
the aspect annotation connects that class to the corre-
sponding aspect category as annotated in the dataset (e.g.,
FOOD#QUALITY). Thementioned subclasses ofEntity fur-
ther have their own subclasses dividing them into more
specific aspect categories.

Property is our second main class, and it is divided into
numerous subclasses containing descriptive terms that can
be encountered in the restaurant domain. We created sub-
classes of terms that describe general negative and positive
properties that can be related to several Entity subclasses
(e.g., GenericPositiveProperty), and subclasses that repre-
sent adjectives describing characteristics of only one Entity
subclass. For example, the class AmbienceNegativeProperty
is a subclass of Property and a subclass of Ambience.

Our last main class is Sentiment. Sentiment is the super-
class of the various polarity values, excluding conflict. This
class has positive, negative, and neutral as subclasses. Sub-
classes of theProperty class that represent positive (negative)
properties are also a subclass of the Positive (Negative) class.
Yet subclasses of the Property class representing adjectives
that are more context specific are not subclasses of the dif-
ferent sentiment classes (e.g., Cold). Such classes, however,
in combination with an entity (e.g., WarmDrinks), may be a
subclass of one of the sentiment classes. This can be seen in
Fig. 4. HereHotTea is a subclass ofWarmDrinks and Cold is
a subclass of Property. The intersection ofWarmDrinks and
Cold is a subclass of Negative, as warm drinks should not be
cold. Thus, becauseHotTea is a subclass ofWarmDrinks, the
intersection of HotTea and Cold is a subclass of Negative.

The majority of our classes have the lex annotation
attached. This annotation links the class to the associated
lexicalizations. These lexicalizations can later be used to

1 The used ontology can be downloaded at www.kimschouten.com/
publications#sac2018.
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Fig. 4 Ontology snippet

search for the presence of a concept in the ontology. Because
concepts are linked to words in the text, we use a so-called
lexicalized ontology, combining the logical structure of an
ontology with the characteristics of a lexicon.

Let us consider an example to illustrate the workings
of our ontology: The word ‘cramped’ is related via the
lex annotation to Cramped and Cramped is a subclass
of AmbienceNegativeProperty. AmbienceNegativeProperty
is a subclass of Ambience, and Ambience is related to
the aspect AMBIENCE#GENERAL via the aspect anno-
tation. Therefore, we know that the word ‘cramped’ refers
to AMBIENCE#GENERAL. Furthermore, because Ambi-
enceNegativeProperty is also a subclass of Negative, we
know that ‘cramped’ expresses a negative sentiment about
AMBIENCE #GENERAL. Therefore, if the word ‘cramped’
is found in the review, the aspect AMBIENCE#GENERAL
is labeled negative. This can be formally represented as fol-
lows:

Cramped ≡ ∃ lex .{“cramped”}
Cramped � AmbienceNegativeProperty

AmbienceNegativeProperty � Ambience

AmbienceNegativeProperty � Negative

Ambience � ∃ aspect .{“AMBIENCE#GENERAL”}
Thus ‘cramped’ is negative about AMBIENCE#GENERAL.

The ontology design process has been to first distinguish
between Entities, which we use to model the aspects/nouns,
Properties, which we use to model the sentiment expres-
sions (i.e., adjectives), and Sentiment, which has just the
Positive and Negative subclasses to indicate the sentiment
value. The next step involves the domain, as we retrieve
all the values for the aspect category field associated with
each aspect. These are converted to ontology concepts and
put in a hierarchy, where some aspect categories can be
grouped into one ontology concept and others may be split.
For the most frequently occurring aspect categories, we
create sentiment-valued superclasses (e.g., AmbienceNeg-
ativeProperty), which are mainly convenience classes. We
generate a list of frequently occurring nouns and adjectives
and classify them manually in the ontology.

To extend our ontology, we use refined lists of terms per-
taining to our domain and available on theWeb and add these
terms as subclasses of the corresponding classes in our ontol-
ogy. A list of used URLs for ontology augmentation is given
in Table 1.

For example, we expand our AmbienceNegativeProperty
class with a list of negative adjectives describing ambience.
We further augment our ontology by adding words that fre-
quently occur within our training data and are relevant to the
restaurant domain.

4.2 Algorithms

We distinguish between two different algorithms. The first
algorithm is review based and uses a linear multi-class SVM
model. The SVM determines the sentiment of the aspect cat-
egories in the review based on a feature vector. The aspect
categories can be labeled as positive, neutral, negative, or

Table 1 Used URLs of online lists of terms for ontology augmentation

Ontology concept URL

AmbienceNegativeProperty https://quizlet.com/1627604/words-to-describe-negative-atmospheremood-flash-cards/

AmbiencePositiveProperty https://quizlet.com/182339815/words-to-describe-postive-atmospheremood-flash-cards/

GenericNegativeProperty https://quizlet.com/193330328/general-adjectives-negatives-flash-cards/

GenericPositiveProperty https://quizlet.com/157842128/french-general-positive-adjectives-flash-cards/

ServiceNegativeProperty https://quizlet.com/144266646/negative-adjectives-to-describe-people-flash-cards/

ServicePositiveProperty https://quizlet.com/144267151/positive-adjectives-to-describe-people-flash-cards/

SustenanceNegativeProperty http://www.macmillandictionary.com/thesaurus-category/british/tasting-bad-or-lacking-flavour

Meat http://www.macmillandictionary.com/thesaurus-category/british/types-of-meat
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conflict. Pernotionwecreate a new feature vector instance.
Our second algorithm is a sentence aggregation algorithm
and a more refined method for the prediction of the aspect
sentiments in reviews. We once again use a linear multi-
class SVM, though now with the classes positive, negative,
and neutral. Contrary to the review-based algorithm, we pre-
dict the sentiment of aspects in a single sentence instead of a
review. Using these predictions, we use an aggregation step
to sumup the predicted polarities of each aspect per sentence.
This step is shown in Eq. 1, where pa,r is the expressed polar-
ity of a given aspect a within a given review r , s is a sentence
contained in review r , and pa,s is the computed polarity of
aspect a in sentence s. Thus, if a review has for example
five sentences, where in three of them the FOOD#QUALITY
aspect appears, we sum up the predicted polarity of these
three sentences. Note the difference between the neutral and
conflicted cases.

pa,r =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

posi tive, if
∑

s∈r pa,s > 0

negative, if
∑

s∈r pa,s < 0

neutral, if
∑

s∈r abs(pa,s) = 0

con f licted, otherwise

(1)

4.3 Model features

Our SVM models use a variety of features to determine the
sentiment classification. We use several procedures to con-
struct these features, which we can split into two groups: the
feature generators, which each create one or more features,
and the feature adaptors, which adjust existing features.
Some of these are independent from the employed ontology,
while others stem from the use of the ontology. In general,
the bag model is used for features, so to encode the words in
a review, we employ the bag-of-words model and encode the
presence or absence of words with binary features. In a sim-
ilar fashion, we encode the presence or absence of ontology
concepts in the feature vector using binary features. We can
optionally weight the presence of words and concepts using
a TF-IDF score, in which case the features are of course no
longer binary, although a zero still represents the absence of
a feature.

We determine which features to include in our final mod-
els by comparing the average F1 score for different model
feature combinations using the training data with tenfold
cross-validation. Furthermore, for each of the models, we
optimize the SVM complexity parameter c over the range
10−6 to 103 with steps of 101.

4.3.1 Feature generators

The following feature generators are independent from the
ontology:

Aspect In the data, we have the aspects that are mentioned
within each review (or sentence). Thus, for each notion,
we use its corresponding aspect category as a feature in the
SVM model, using dummy variables.

Sentence count This feature generator counts the number
of sentences in a review-level notion and adds this value
to the feature vector.

Lemma This feature generator keeps track of the occur-
rence of words within the textual unit of a notion. For this
item, all words within the dataset are added to the SVM fea-
ture vector and the instance value is set equal to one if the
word appears in the textual unit of the current notion, and
zero otherwise (cf. bag-of-words model).
The following feature generators aredependent on the ontol-
ogy:

Ontology concepts This feature generator is essentially a
bag of concepts, where all ontology concepts are encoded
as binary features in the feature vector. We inspect for each
word in the textual unit of a notion whether it is a lexical-
ization of a concept in our ontology. If this is the case, we
then find all superclasses of this class. If at least one of these
superclasses is related to the current aspect category (e.g.,
SERVICE#GEN-ERAL) with the aspect annotation, we set
all features that correspond to these superclasses in the fea-
ture vector to one. By adding all the superclasses, we can
make use of implicitly stated information.

Sentiment count This feature generator counts the number
of positive and negative text hits within the ontology. Thus,
whenever one of the superclasses of a class associated to a
word in the considered textual unit is the Positive orNegative
class, we update the respective counter.

4.3.2 Feature adaptors

The following feature adaptors are dependent on the ontol-
ogy:

Ontology concept score This feature adaptor influences the
ontology concepts feature generator. We set the value for
all superclasses to one, like in ontology concepts, however,
superclasses that have the current category (e.g., SER-
VICE#GENERAL) as a value for the aspect annotation get
a larger importance score. We denote this importance score
with the parameter m, and we determine the value of this
parameter using optimization. By assigning a larger value to
the superclasses directly related to the current category, the
SVM can take into account that these superclass features are
more important than superclasses that are not directly related
to the current category.

Negation handling It is common that reviewers make use of
expressions such as ‘not bad.’ In order to account for this,
we adapt the feature generator ontology concepts. If a word,
that is a hit in our ontology, has a negating word directly
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preceding it, we replace all positive (negative) superclasses
associated with the word with their negative (positive) coun-
terpart. In this way when expressions such as ‘not bad’ are
used, we correctly specify it as a positive expression rather
than a negative one.

Synonyms Since our ontology adds useful information to our
SVM feature vectors, wewant to increase the number of rele-
vantwords that occur as lexical representations of concepts in
our ontology. For this, we use synonyms fromWordNet [14]
to complement the feature generator ontology concepts. If a
word in the textual unit does not appear as a lexicalization in
our ontology, we check if one of its synonyms is included.
If this is the case, we add the superclasses associated with
the synonym that does occur in the ontology to the feature
vector. Word-sense disambiguation, identifying the meaning
of a word within its context, is included in the design of the
synonyms feature adaptor. Since only words that correspond
to the restaurant domain-specific meaning are included in
our ontology, synonyms that do not relate to the restaurant
domain are ignored. For example, the word ‘starter’ may
appear in the textual unit of a notion; however, ‘starter’
does not appear as a lexicalization in the ontology. We thus
consider the synonyms of ‘starter.’ The word ‘starter’ has,
among others, the synonyms ‘newcomer’ and ‘appetizer,’ yet
only ‘appetizer’ appears in our ontology. Therefore,we select
only the set of synonyms which contain at least one concept
that is already in the ontology. For this to work, we assume
that aword is usedwith only onemeaning (the domain related
one) in our domain text.

Weight In order to take into account that some words are less
important than others, we adjust ontology concepts generator
by determining weight scores for every word that appears in
the data. In the calculation of the weight scores, we take
into account that words that frequently appear in a review,
but also frequently appear in all reviews, are less important
than words that do not frequently appear in all reviews. This
is called term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-
IDF). We use the following formula to determine the weight
score of a word [19]:

weight Score = t ft,r · log N

d ft
, (2)

where t ft,r is the frequency of the term t in the current
review r , N is the total number of reviews, and d ft is the
number of reviews in which the term t appears. We take the
natural logarithm because words that appear ten times more
often are not necessarily ten times more important. Thus, the
logarithm helps to scale down the importance of the term.
When the weight property is applied, the instance value of
each superclass in ontology concepts is replaced by:

max
i

ws,i , (3)

where ws,i is the weight of word i , which is a lexicalization
of a class in the ontology that has s as one of its superclasses.
We take the maximum as we do not want a superclass to
count more heavily when it appears more frequently. When
weight is applied in combination with the Ontology concept
score feature adaptor, the instance value of each superclass
is set equal to:

∑

i

ws,i , (4)

where ws,i is as described above. However, when a super-
class has the current aspect category as the value for the
aspect annotation, the instance value described in Eq. 4 is
multiplied by the importance score m. In this case, we take
the summation of theweight scores because ifmultiple ontol-
ogy concepts are related to the current aspect category, we
want the ontology concept that appears more often to have a
larger score.

Word window Rather than using the whole textual unit of
a notion to create features, we determine a set of word
windows. The pseudocode describing this step can be found
in Algorithm 1.

We initially iterate over all the words in the textual unit
and when a word (or a synonym of it, when applied in com-
bination with the feature adaptor Synonyms) appears as a
lexicalization in our ontology, we determine a window of
related words that are at most k+1 grammatical steps away
from the original word. We determine these grammatical
steps using the dependencies found during the preprocess-
ing of the data. The value of k is optimized. We then use the
word windows to create the features related to that notion.
To illustrate the concept of awordwindow, consider theword
‘prices’ which appears in the sentence ‘Prices too high for
this cramped and unappealing restaurant.’ The word window
surrounding ‘prices’ is [Prices, too, high, restaurant, .], where
we, for this example, assume that k is equal to one.

Parameter optimization

A single run of tenfold cross-validation is used to determine
the optimal value for the complexity parameter c of the SVM
model, the importance score m in Ontology concept score
and the parameter k for the Word window feature adaptor.
The F1 score is calculated for each set of parameter values in
order to determine the optimal values. For the feature adaptor
Ontology concept score, the optimal importance score m is
found within a range of 1.0–10.0 using steps of one. For the
feature adapter Word Window, the k parameter is optimized
over a range of 1–5 with steps of one. Last, the c parameter
of the SVMmodel is optimized by testing values in the range
10−6 to 103 while iteratively increasing the exponent by one.
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Algorithm 1: Word Window Algorithm
Let r be a review (or sentence) and a be an aspect (e.g.,
FOOD#QUALITY). Then we define Nr ,a to be the textual unit
of a notion for a review (or sentence) r in combination with
the aspect a. Furthermore, we define Wr ,a to be the set of word
windows for the review (or sentence) r in combination with the
aspect a, and w to be a word. Moreover, Synw is a set of
synonyms for word w, and y is a synonym. Lastly,
get DepWindow(scope, k) is a function that returns the word
window surrounding the scope and where parameter k
represents the maximum grammatical distance between words.
Data: Nr ,a textual unit of a notion for review (or sentence) r

and aspect a, Synonyms boolean that is true if applying
Synonyms, k the window parameter

Result: Wr ,a set of word windows for review (or sentence) r
and aspect a

begin
hit ←− f alse
for w ∈ Nr ,a do

scope ←− w

if inOntology(w) then
hit ←− true

else if Synonyms then
Synw ←− get Synonyms(w)

for y ∈ Synw do
if inOntology(y) then

hit ←− true
scope ←− y

if hit then
scope ←− get DepWindow(scope, k)
Wr ,a ∪ scope

return Wr ,a

Table 2 shows the average F1 scores for the ontSL model,
which is our ontology-based sentence-level model, for the
different combinations of m, k, and c. We can see that the
average F1 score is the highest for m = 5.0, k = 1, and
c = 0.1.

4.4 Model evaluation

To evaluate our models, we calculate the accuracy, which
is equal to the F1 score. When an instance is correctly pre-
dicted, we define this as true positive. False positives and
false negatives are both found when the predicted sentiment
value is incorrect. Last, to compare models with each other,
we use a two-sample, two-tailed paired t test.

5 Evaluation

In this section,we present and discuss our results.Wehypoth-
esize that the use of an ontology results in an improved
sentiment prediction accuracy. For this,wedescribe and com-
pare the predictive capabilities of our models.We also expect

Table 2 Parameter analysis for the ontSL model

m k

1 2 3 4 5

1.0 0.8182 0.8193 0.8114 0.8138 0.8188

2.0 0.8141 0.8192 0.8129* 0.8096 0.8194

3.0 0.8220 0.8276 0.8123 0.8178 0.8112

4.0 0.8295 0.8115 0.8111 0.8121 0.8141

5.0 0.8320 0.8140 0.8141 0.8118 0.8145*

6.0 0.8199 0.8154 0.8128 0.8202 0.8094

7.0 0.8236 0.8249 0.8178 0.8148 0.8211

8.0 0.8221 0.8140 0.8068 0.8144 0.8102

9.0 0.8153 0.8195 0.8141 0.8173 0.8146

10.0 0.8242 0.8162 0.8159 0.8222 0.8244

*Optimal c = 0.01, else optimal c = 0.1
Bold indicates the highest value

that the review-based algorithm outperforms the sentence
aggregation algorithm. For each model, we present the aver-
age value and standard deviation of the F1-measure over five
runs of tenfold cross-validation using only the training data.
Furthermore, we report the p values of the two-sided paired t
tests comparing the predictive abilities of the different mod-
els. Finally, the right half of the table contains the F1 scores
for a single run of the models using the test data. Further-
more, we hypothesize that the addition of an ontology to
aspect-based sentiment analysis lessens the need for training
data, and thus decreases the data size sensitivity. To analyze
this we run experiments with differing training data sizes.
Last, we take a look at which features are most important to
our models.

5.1 Performance

The first experiment we want to perform is to compare
the performance of the baseline method with the ontology-
enhanced version for the sentence-level task. In this task, the
aspects are annotated per sentence instead of per review, so
there is a predictionper sentence.While this is not the focus of
this paper, the sentence aggregationmethod that does review-
level sentiment analysis actually depends on the predictions
made by the sentence-level version of the proposed algo-
rithm. Hence, it is informative to see how this method fares
on this task andwhether the ontology features are useful. The
results of this experiment are shown in Table 3. We compare
our sentence-level aspect-based sentiment analysis model,
ontSL, to a baseline model, baseSL. The baseSL model is
a combination of the feature generators aspect and lemma.
The ontSL model is a combination of the feature generators
aspect, lemma, ontology concepts, and sentiment count, and
the feature adaptors ontology concept score, negation han-
dling, synonyms, weight, andword window, all applied to the
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Table 3 Model performance for
the aspect sentiment
classification at the sentence
level

Tenfold cross-valid. p value Training data Test data

Avg. F1 SD F1 F1

baseSL 0.7008 0.0513 – 0.8436 0.7229

ontSL 0.8217 0.0500 <0.0001 0.8811 0.7963

sentence level. The optimal value of the importance score
for the ontology concept score feature adaptor is equal to
m = 5.0, and the optimal value of the parameter k for the
word window feature adaptor is k = 1. The baseSL model
and the ontSL model have an optimal complexity parameter
of c = 1 and c = 0.1, respectively.

The next step is to measure how well the baseline and
ontology-enhanced method perform on the review-level task
when we apply the sentence aggregation step. In Table 4, we
show the model performance for review-level aspect senti-
ment classification using the sentence aggregation algorithm.
The baseSA and ontSAmodels in this table, respectively, use
the predictions of the baseSL and ontSL model in Table 3, in
combination with the sentence aggregation algorithm. Simi-
larly to the previous results, the model that includes the use
of an ontology has significantly better performance than the
baseline. The gold value mentioned in the table is an upper
boundon the F1 score for the sentence aggregation algorithm.
Insteadof summingup thepredicted sentiment polaritieswith
the sentence summation algorithm,we aggregate the real sen-
timent polarities of the aspects in sentences, as present in the
annotated data.

In Table 5, we compare our final review-level aspect-
based sentiment analysis model to a baseline model. Our
basemodel is a combination of the feature generators aspect,
sentence count, and lemma. While the final model uses the
feature generators aspect, sentence count, lemma, ontology
concepts, and sentiment count, and the feature adaptors nega-
tion handling, synonyms, and weight. For both the base and
the finalmodels, we find the optimized complexity parameter
to be c = 0.1.

Table 5 shows that the model that includes the use of
an ontology has significantly better performance than the
base case for the task of aspect sentiment classification at
the review-level. This result can be seen in both the tenfold
cross-validation using the training data, and in the single run

Table 4 Model performance for the aspect sentiment classification
using the sentence aggregation algorithm

Tenfold cross-valid. p value Test data

Avg. F1 SD F1

baseSA 0.6897 0.0616 – 0.6824

ontSA 0.8130 0.0512 <0.0001 0.7717

Gold value (upper bound) 0.9633

using both the training and test data. The model with the
ontology displays an increase in accuracy of approximately
1.0% points in comparison with the baseline.

As the performance on the test set can be used to com-
pare between tables, the results show that the review-based
algorithm outperforms the sentence aggregation algorithm
for the test data. The final model has an accuracy that is
approximately 4.0% points higher than the accuracy of the
ontSA model. Table 6 shows the performance of our final
model compared to SemEval submissions for this task [17].
The purpose of this table is to give some context for the
reported performance measures, not to directly compare the
performance of our method against the SemEval partici-
pators. In the table, it is indicated whether the submission
was constrained (C), i.e., it used only the training data, or
unconstrained (U), i.e., it used also additional resources. The
accuracy of our final model differs less than 1% point from
the top two submissions.

5.2 Data size sensitivity

Since we hypothesize that less training data is needed when
we include an ontology in our model, we perform an exper-
iment by training our base and final SVM models with a
decreasing proportion of training data. The test dataset, how-
ever, remains the same for each run. In this way, we can
compare the F1 scores over all the runs. We obtain the aver-
age F1 scores over 10 single runs with randomly generated
seeds. The result, shown in Fig. 5, is a mapping between the
prediction performance and the proportion of training data.

The figure shows that the gap between the two lines
remains approximately the same. Therefore, the use of an
ontology does not influence the data size sensitivity. This
is in line with the results reported in [20]. However, the
ontology-enhanced method does, on average, perform bet-
ter at all proportions of the training data when compared to
the base model.

5.3 SVMmodel comparison

For this work, two alternative SVMmodels were considered
next to a multi-class linear SVM: a multi-class SVMwith an
RBF kernel and a linear binary SVM. Both alternatives were
compared with the linear multi-class SVM model. The final
selection of features is used for all three models.
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Table 5 Model performance for
the aspect sentiment
classification at the review level.
P value is given for a paired
two-sided t test

Tenfold cross-valid. p value versus base Training set Test set

Avg. F1 SD F1 F1

Base 0.7852 0.0524 – 0.8718 0.8020

Final 0.8001 0.0506 <0.0001 0.8753 0.8119

Table 6 Ranking of proposed aspect sentiment classification methods
SemEval-2016

Team (Un)Constrained Accuracy

UWB Unconstrained 0.8193

ECNU Unconstrained 0.8144

final Unconstrained 0.8119

UWB Constrained 0.8094

ECNU Constrained 0.7871

bunji Unconstrained 0.7055

bunji Constrained 0.6658

GTI Unconstrained 0.6411

Bolditalic indicates the presented method in a list of related works

Table 7 Comparing the linear kernel to the RBF kernel

Avg. F1 SD Training data Test data
F1 F1

Linear kernel 0.8001 0.0506 0.8753 0.8119

RBF kernel 0.7987 0.0473 0.8676 0.7921

Using a linear kernel, the optimal c is found to be 0.1. For
the RBF kernel, the optimal combination of c and γ has to
be determined. For γ , a range of 10−3 to 101 is used where
the exponent is increased by one in each iteration. The c
parameter is optimized in conjunction using the same range
as before. The optimal combination of c and γ for the final
model is c = 10.0 and γ = 0.001. Table 7 shows that the
SVM model using the linear kernel has better accuracy.

Table 8 Comparing binary classifier models to the multi-class model

Neutral Conflict Training data Test data

Predicted as F1 F1

Negative Negative 0.9080 0.7401

Positive Negative 0.9136 0.7401

Negative Positive 0.9171 0.7401

Positive Positive 0.9185 0.7451

Multi-class 0.8753 0.8119

The second alternative model, the binary classifier, only
predicts the classes positive and negative. The notions
with sentiment label neutral or conflict were set to negative
or positive. Table 8 shows that the multi-class model has a
better accuracy than the binary models.

5.4 Feature analysis

In Table 9, we list the ten most important features of our
finalmodel. The values listed represent the Information Gain
(IG) [18]. The term reported next to the Information Gain
states from which generator this feature originates, and next
to that the name of the feature is given. For example, the
first feature numNegative is generated by sentiment count,
which counts the number of negative concept hits in the
ontology.

As can be seen in Table 9, the majority of the most impor-
tant SVM features are related to the negative sentiment class.

Fig. 5 Data size sensitivity
analysis of an
ontology-enhanced (final) and a
non-ontology-enhanced (base)
approaches
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Table 9 Top 10 most important features for the final review-based
model (ontology concepts is abbreviated to ontology)

0.2381 Sentiment count: numNegative

0.1159 Ontology: Negative

0.0821 Lemma: ‘not’

0.0638 Ontology: SustenanceNegativeProperty

0.0557 Sentiment count: numPositive

0.0539 Ontology: ServiceNegativeProperty

0.0522 Lemma: ‘do’

0.0517 Sentence count: numSentences

0.0515 Ontology: GenericNegativeProperty

0.0443 Lemma: ‘horrible’

Table 10 Feature analysis

Tenfold cross-valid Training data Test data

Avg. F1 SD F1 F1

base 0.7852 0.0524 0.8718 0.8020

+Weight 0.7969 0.0446 0.8808 0.8020

+Sentiment count 0.7988 0.0459 0.8808 0.8045

+Negation handling 0.7992 0.0459 0.8808 0.8045

final 0.8001 0.0506 0.8753 0.8119

As most of the notions within the dataset are labeled as
positive, features that expose the negativity of a textual unit
are important. Furthermore, we also calculate the internal
attribute weights of the final SVM model. The 80 features
with the largest weight are all ontology-related features such
as Negative, Boring and Cozy. This emphasizes the added
value of an ontology.

We also look at the influence of our various feature gen-
erators and adaptors. As the weight feature influences for
instance the ontology concepts feature, the latter is not sep-
arately mentioned. Table 10 shows the results of a stepwise
approach where the F1 is measured each time a feature type
is added to the model. Note that for every step, the aver-
age F1, as measured over the tenfold cross-validation results,
increases, showing the benefit of each of the selected feature
types.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we investigated the added value of an ontology
to the task of review-level aspect-based sentiment analysis.
We proposed two different algorithms, a review-based algo-
rithm and an aggregated sentence-based algorithm, which
we both enhanced with the use of an ontology. For both
algorithms, the accuracy is significantly higher when the

ontology is used. The importance of the ontology is also
supported by the results of the performed feature analysis.
When comparing the two algorithms, we observe that, as
expected, the review-based algorithmgives better results than
the aggregated sentence-based algorithm. Furthermore, we
hypothesized that the inclusion of an ontology would lessen
the need for training data. However, contrary to our expecta-
tions, this is not the case. The ontology incorporatingmethod
is not less sensitive to the size of the training data than the
method that does not incorporate an ontology, which is in
line with earlier results [20]. A reason for this might be that
the ontology features are not robust, meaning that the model
needs training data to learn how to interpret them.

Since building an ontology manually is a time-consuming
and labor-intensive task, we would suggest to look into
automating the process of creating the ontology for future
work, for example, by extracting information from text [1].
This could make the use of an ontology more efficient when
considering multiple domains. However, when combining
multiple domains in a single ontology, a refined word-sense
disambiguation method is needed to determine the domain
and decide the sense of a word given that domain.

Furthermore, in our paper, we only assign the polarity
values positive, neutral, negative, and conflict. However, an
opinion can often not be categorized by merely four senti-
ment polarities. To account for this, sentiment scores could
be assigned in order to extract the strength of an opinion.
Given the current trend in using deep neural networks, it
would be interesting to see how methods, such as attention-
based LSTMs [23] or dyadic memory networks [22], can be
combined with the external knowledge and reasoning from
ontologies.

Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution 4.0 International License (http://creativecomm
ons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits unrestricted use, distribution,
and reproduction in any medium, provided you give appropriate credit
to the original author(s) and the source, provide a link to the Creative
Commons license, and indicate if changes were made.
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